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ABSTRACT – One of the contributive factors to the worn damper in a Macpherson strut is the continuous side force exerted by the coil spring. In order to study and overcome the problem, the behavior of the coil spring during different loading conditions was simulated using Altair RADIOSS to obtain the spring force line. A new spring shape is proposed by morphing the original spring without changing other geometrical characteristics. Both spring designs are compared in strut level using simulation. As a result of the evaluation, the morphed spring design shows a side force reduction with a better spring force line.

1. INTRODUCTION

Macpherson strut is the most common suspension system assembled in passenger front vehicles. The main reason to the popular use of Macpherson strut is due to its simpler structure compared to other common vehicle suspension system. This results in a low manufacturing cost and a low service cost for the consumer [1]. The main moving component in the suspension is the strut which consisting of a damper and a spring [2]. Despite of the advantages, the nature of the strut design creates an inevitable side force exerted at the top of the damper. This side force reduces the durability of the damper rod because it increases the inner friction between damper parts [3]. The conventional method used to minimize the side force is to incline the spring to a certain inclination angle to get a favourable spring force line but this is difficult to be implemented due to the limited installation space of the strut [4]. The modelling of the suspension system and the analytical process to find the best spring inclination angle was developed by [5] using multibody dynamics (MBD) analysis. For the same purpose, a mathematical model to calculate the spring force line using vector approach was introduced by [6]. Both shows that the spring plays an important role in the reduction of side force. In this study, the spring force line is to be determined using finite element (FE) method and the effect of spring shape towards the side force reduction of the Macpherson front suspension module is to be studied.

2. METHODOLOGY

There are two levels of approach in order to conduct the analytical evaluation on the coil spring namely the strut and suspension levels. In the strut level, an FE model consists of coil spring and both the upper and lower seats was constructed using the Altair Hyperworks software to represent the front strut of a vehicle. Before the FE model is to be created, all the required spring design parameters was measured and the hardpoints of the strut components in the vehicle were determined. The FE model was validated experimentally by comparing the spring stiffness.

The shape of the spring was altered by morphing the FE model. The morphing process involved a shift of the centre point of the coil spring axis along the side force axis by 20mm. Subsequently the spring mesh will force to adapt towards the new spring shape and it is said to be morphed. Both spring models are represented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1 Finite element spring design models: (a) original spring design and (b) Morphed spring design.](image)

The behaviour of the spring during vehicle driving, namely full rebound, unladen and full bump position was simulated by imposing displacement value applied on the lower seat to compress the spring FE model. Altair RADIOSS solver was used to calculate, among other things, the value of forces and moments resulting from the simulation. These values were then used to calculate the spring force line at three different compression lengths according to the equations from [3]. The deviation of the force line from the vertical axis were evaluated and compared to conclude improvement made by the new morphed spring.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the spring force lines for both spring designs during full bump position are shown in Figure 2. The tangent trigonometric function, tanθ is applied to determine the deviation of spring force line from the vertical axis. At the full bump length of 142.4 mm, the original spring force line deviates at 7.90° from the vertical axis compared to the deviation of new spring force line of only 1.15°. This shows that the new spring force line is improved from the original design by offering a smaller deviation. When the deviation of spring force line is reduced, this will diminish uneven loading around each coil, causing the coil to have smaller warp, or sustain the form of true coil spring. Any spring warping will increase the maximum stress in the spring.

![Figure 2 Comparisons of Spring Force Lines during Full Bump.](image)

Similar results are found during the unladen and full rebound position as summarized in Table 1. At the unladen length of 217.0 mm, the original spring force line deviates at 1.57° from the vertical axis while the new spring recorded approximately the same at 1.51°. However, the new spring force line deflects in the negative direction compared to the usual positive direction of the original spring force. This can be due to the situation, whereby under unladen condition the spring is not much compressed, and additionally the spring rate is not large, thus the center of distribution of spring force possibly to be shifted.

The original spring force line is found to deviate at 3.32° from the vertical axis compared to the deviation of new spring force line at 1.39° during full rebound position. This indicates that the new spring force line deviation is enhanced by 1.93°. Upon the returning motion of the spring after compressed to its original position, the side load can be reduced along the dynamic motion and prevent much side load transferred back to the original portion of the spring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spring Position</th>
<th>Original Spring Force Line Deviation Angle [°]</th>
<th>New Spring Force Line Deviation Angle [°]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Bump</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unladen</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebound</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSIONS

The spring force line of original and new morphed spring has been evaluated in this paper. The new spring design is proven to reduce the deviation of spring force line by 6.75° and 1.93° from vertical axis in full bump and rebound condition. The improvement of spring force line deviations is considered large for a small morphing of 20mm spring. The new spring design can resolve the drawback of the vehicle manufacturers and users where the tire thread sustained in a good condition after a long travel. When the side load is reduced, the wear on the shock absorber can be minimized and preserve excellent force absorption rate from the tyres.
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ABSTRACT – Weld quality is one of the factors that determine crash worthiness of a vehicle. The aim of this study is to investigate the welding quality of 2-layer welding sheet containing reworked galvannealed metal sheet with high strength steel (HSS). The spot welding quality is then compared with the samples containing non reworked galvannealed metal sheet with HSS. The samples were prepared according to ISO 14273:2000. Obtained results indicated that spot weld between reworked galvannealed metal sheet and HSS shows a similar result with the samples containing non reworked galvannealed metal sheet and HSS.

1. INTRODUCTION

Resistance spot welding is the most common metal joining technique can be found in a vehicle. The quality of the spot welding is crucial since it determines the safety of occupants. It is reported that the welding quality determines the crash worthiness of a vehicle [1]. The metal sheets used in a vehicle are selected based on the function and necessities. Galvannealed metal sheets are used at the outer panel while HSS is used for vehicle structure. Excellence in corrosion resistance property, galvannealed metal sheet also has excellent weld ability and formability property [2]. HSS in another hand is being widely used in the structure part due to the excellence of its properties to withstand impact during crash test. It is also widely used as it helps reducing the body weight of a vehicle.

It is quite normal in automotive industry that the panel, especially outer panel is being stoned using whet stone when the worker is trying to find the defect at the panel [3]. The stoning process will remove the thin layer of Zinc coating existing at the surface of the panel. Many researchers focus the study of dissimilar material in spot weld since the materials used in a vehicle varies. However, the investigation on spot weld of reworked panel can rarely be found. This paper is to evaluate the welding quality of 2-layer spot welding, containing reworked galvannealed metal sheet with HSS and non reworked galvannealed metal sheet with HSS. The welding characteristic is compared with the available standard by ANSI/AWS/SAE.

2. METHODOLOGY

The samples used for this research were galvannealed steel, and HSS, with thickness for each material, 0.7mm. The galvannealed metal sheet was first reworked using abrasive paper to remove the coating layer of the galvannealed metal sheet. Once the surface finish became shiny they were then welded with HSS material. Another set of welding samples were the combination of non-reworked galvannealed metal sheet and HSS. Figure 1 shows the schematic drawing of the sample size and welding orientation used in this research.

![Figure 1 Schematic drawing of sample size and orientation for spot welding.](image)

The welding parameters for both specimens were set to the same parameters. Welding parameters for both samples are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>1.5kA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>3 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weld time</td>
<td>32 cycle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The type of failure, nugget size and tensile strength for each sets of samples were then checked and compared.
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Table 2 above displayed the nugget size of sample with reworked galvannealed metal sheet and HSS, and sample with galvannealed metal sheet and HSS. The average nugget sizes for both samples were 6.06 ± 0.3(mm) and 6.22 ± 0.13(mm) respectively. The obtained results adhere to the minimum nugget size recommended by ANSI/AWS/SAE as per equation 1; where t is the total thickness of the welded materials.

\[ d = 4\sqrt{t} \]  

(1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Nugget diameter(mm) (sample with galvannealed)</th>
<th>Nugget diameter(mm) (sample with reworked galvannealed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recommended nugget size for these samples based on the ANSI/AWS/SAE standard is 4.73mm. The difference in the nugget size between both samples is due to the existence of the zinc coating in the galvannealed metal sheet. Zinc coating increased electrical resistivity thus resulting the higher volume in fusion zone [4]. As for the tensile test, the results are indicated in table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Max stress MPa (sample with galvannealed)</th>
<th>Max stress MPa (sample with reworked galvannealed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>491.78</td>
<td>515.504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>535.686</td>
<td>507.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>502.868</td>
<td>516.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>499.914</td>
<td>517.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>505.529</td>
<td>565.013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average reading for samples with reworked galvannealed metal sheet and HSS, and sample with galvannealed metal sheet and HSS are 524.51 ±23.03MPa and 507.16 ±16.76 MPa respectively. The difference of maximum stress, might be due to the difference in the width of HAZ (Heat Affected Zone) area between the samples. As both types of samples exhibited pullout failure, the fracture during tensile test occurred at the HAZ area. Thus, a smaller nugget at reworked galvannealed metal sheets indicates the wider area of HAZ, where it became the location of the occurring fracture [5]. The size of HAZ for reworked galvannealed metal sheet and HSS, and sample with non-reworked galvannealed metal sheet and HSS are 2.404mm and 1.081mm respectively.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the research, both sets of samples had shown pullout failure. The size of the nugget for samples containing reworked galvannealed steel is 2.5% lower from the samples containing galvannealed steel. Nonetheless, both samples adhered to the recommendation of nugget size recommended by ANSI/AWS/SAE. The tensile strength of the sets containing reworked samples conversely displayed an opposite result of the nugget size. Though the difference is less than 5%, the difference in the result might be due to the wider area of HAZ in samples containing reworked galvannealed metal sheet. Based on these 3 criteria, the reworked of galvannealed panel can be said of having a less impact to the quality of spot weld.
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ABSTRACT – The aims of this study is to investigate the effect of difference surfactant agent for better dispersion of hBN solid nanoparticles inside the liquid phase. A set of sample was prepared by using ultrasonic homogenizer. Three types of surfactant agent were used which are Sodium Cholate, Oleic acid and Sodium Benzene Dodecyl Sulphonate (SDBS). The absorbance values of the nano-oil were measured using UV-spectrometer. The result shows that suspension of conventional engine oil SAE 15W-40 with the addition of hBN nanoparticles and surfactant agent of SDBS manage stable over the period of 56 days.

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, a lubricant is the most important things for any machinery parts that appearing in this world. The main features of lubricant are to controls resistance and friction between surfaces through supplying a durable film [1]. Even though lubricant can help reduce the friction and wear, lubricant still have their disadvantageous which is it will degrade and deteriorate very rapidly in some operating conditions. According to recent numerous studies [2–4], the nanotechnology can indeed improve the lubrication properties oils. By mixing lubricant with nanoparticles (additives) it can maximizing the performance of the lubricant. Nanoparticles did not dissolve with lubricant. As reported by Yu and Xie [2] the agglomeration of nanoparticles resulting not only on the settlement and clogging of micro-channels but also the decreasing of thermal conductivity of nano-lubricant.

Addition of dispersants agent inside the oils with mixed of nanoparticles is an easy and economic method to enhance the stability of nano-oil [3]. According to Paramashivaiah and Rajashekar [4] the use of surfactant agent is to provide an effective and efficient coating to induce electrostatic or steric repulsions that can counterbalance van der Waals attractions and also give better dispersion on the nanoparticles additive inside the oil [5]. The uncontrolled factor for the dispersion stability of nanoparticle in the lubricant is the sedimentation. Sedimentation means settling of particle or floccules occur under gravitational force in liquid dosage form. To decrease the sedimentation, the dispersion or suspension agent must be added into the lubricant. Furthermore, this both agents also can help to increase the stabilization of nano-lubricant and enhance the thermal conductivity. Therefore, it is importance to investigate the effect of difference surfactants agent of the nano-oil sample on the stability of nanoparticles. The stability of nano-oil will be evaluated using quantitative and qualitative analyses.

The objective of this studies is to investigate the effect of different surfactant agent and suspension agent for better dispersion of solid nanoparticle inside the liquid phase condition.

2. METHODOLOGY

A set of sample was prepared according to the Table 1 with an optimal composition of 0.5 vol.% hBN nanoparticles in SAE 15W-40 conventional engine oil and with addition 0.3 vol.% surfactant agents as a nano-oil. The samples were mixed using ultrasonic homogenizer (Sartorius Labsonic P) with 50% amplitude and 0.5 active time interval as shown in Figure 1. The absorbance value was recorded for approximately two months by using UV-Spectrometer and the image of samples sedimentation was captured.

Table 1 Sample preparation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>Surfactant</th>
<th>Nanoparticle</th>
<th>Homogenize time (minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Oleic acid</td>
<td>hBN</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sodium cholate</td>
<td>hBN</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SDBS</td>
<td>hBN</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Schematic diagram sample preparation by using ultrasonic method.
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Table 2 shows picture of nano-oil dispersed with SDBS, Sodium Cholate and Oleic acid for approximately two months. Based on the image observation, there are no changes occur from the 1st day until the 4th day for SDBS agent compared to Sodium Cholate and Oleic acid. The changes can be seen after a week which the colour of the oil sample become pale yellow compare to the image in the previous day. According to Rosicka and Šembera, [3] due to attractive magnetic forces, the rate of aggregation is significantly higher, whereas the repulsive electrostatic forces are almost negligible which it can resulting in occurring of sedimentation process. The stability trend for overall 56 days of surfactant agent shows in Figure 2, where the higher absorbance obtained by SDBS agent.

Table 2 Nano-oil with SDBS, Sodium Cholate and Oleic acid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days</th>
<th>SDBS</th>
<th>Sodium Cholate</th>
<th>Oleic acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.984</td>
<td>3.385</td>
<td>3.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.981</td>
<td>3.325</td>
<td>3.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.784</td>
<td>3.320</td>
<td>3.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.705</td>
<td>3.289</td>
<td>3.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.689</td>
<td>3.282</td>
<td>3.690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.681</td>
<td>3.099</td>
<td>3.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.536</td>
<td>3.011</td>
<td>3.587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.515</td>
<td>2.986</td>
<td>3.237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.461</td>
<td>2.959</td>
<td>3.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>3.195</td>
<td>2.761</td>
<td>3.110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION

As conclusion, the result shows that the effect of SDBS agent towards hBN nanoparticles in nano-oil is more stable compare to Sodium Cholate and Oleic acid. The electrostatic mechanism which increase the repulsive force and result in thicken the electrical double-layer that provides dispersion stability maybe the key solution for future work.
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Figure 2 Comparison of SDBS, Sodium Cholate and oleic acid stability for 56 days.
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ABSTRACT Camshaft is one of the main parts in the automotive engines inside internal combustion engine. In order to enhance the performance of MODENAS motorcycle engine, a new design of cam profile is introduced. The design stage for numerous cam lift values is applied using GT-SUITE. GT-SUITE software was also used in order to plot engine performance curve, which gives torque graph. These values will be compared with the actual values. The best design with optimum parameters will be chose for industry implementation. The cam with 20 mm for cam base circle diameter and width plotted the best performance curve and was recommended to be manufactured with considering another external factors.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are a lot of concerns on engine performance improvement. Many researches had been carried out in order to occupy this objective, by trying to get the improvement of the number of work done with the same amount of fuel used. The parameters that always contribute to the improvement of engine performance are compression ratio, power, torque, efficiency and the amount of work done for an engine [1]. One of the methods to improve the engine performance is by optimizing the cam events. Wizard [2] listed all the elements needed to achieve high output by optimizing cam events. The first element is by optimize the quality and ratio of mixture besides the turbulence and mixture swirl. Afterwards is trying to expand expansion/compression ratio and diminish heat loss. Lastly try to give the maximum rpm. All these elements need to be achieved for the optimum engine performance [2].

Theoretically, by increasing the compression ratio, the output of the engine can be improved but there is a need to consider other parameter such as amount of fuel sprayed. This is because if the compression ratio is too high, and not enough fuel was supplied, it can cause the cylinder to be overheated and can burn out the cylinder itself. Therefore, an optimum point needs to be identified, which can help to get the best performance curve and avoid overheated phenomenon [1].

One of the main components that will be investigated to improve the engine performance is camshaft. Camshaft is one of the most important control parts of automobile engines and other auto machines. In the engine, the cam pushes the valve in order to open and the camshaft rotates the spring, which function to return the valve to closed position. Meanwhile, valve timing can be described as the usage system to calculate the exact time for valve to open and close, for both intake and exhaust valve. Every single design of cam profile and the angle between these two cam, intake and exhaust directly impact the engine performance.

Thus, the design of cam profiling and the timing are critical parameters since both affect the compression and combustion of the engine. The best quality of compression and combustion will result in a better performance in term of torque and the speed [3-5]. In order to get the best cam profile, a simulation will be conducted to simulate the expected result. The simulation result will be compared with the real application. The objective of simulation is trying to predict the engine behaviour corresponding to various cam designs. Every single design will give different results. In order to reduce the time consumption and manpower, the simulation is conducted.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Hardware and software requirement

MODENAS genuine sample camshaft was selected and referred as a benchmark and guideline, which was obtained from MODENAS and had been approved by MODENAS. By applying vernier caliper and ruler, the detail dimensions were obtained in order for a new design development. After the dimension and required parameters were obtained, GT- SUITE valve train was the tool for designing and simulation stage. Due to MODENAS restriction, the assumption had been used for all the parameters values. Figure 1 shows the project map for the camshaft simulation. Project map is the schematic diagram which is the combination of series of icons and connectors. The combination of icons and connectors in the 1-D mapping was implemented in describing the real engine condition and transferring the real engine condition into 1-D simulation mapping. All the icons, objects or components must be defined first according to the real or existing engine arrangement before all were linked together as a system. After that, the simulation parameters were selected and designated as accurate as the real engine condition.
After all the compulsory parameters had been inserted, the next step was design stage. By using GT-SUITE software, single overhead camshaft was designed first based on the parameters listed. The parameters were engine crankshaft, intake and exhaust valve size, cam lobe design, cam base circle diameter and the width. The last two parameters were manipulated parameters, which being varies since to determine the best cam with the optimum values of width and cam base circle diameter. Meanwhile, the other parameters were constant for each variation. The design stage started with identifying the cam or lift profile, where several alternatives are available either from ASCII formatted text file or by copying and pasting any spreadsheet software packages. Table 1 shows different parameters for intake and exhaust width cam and cam base circle diameter for three different designs.

### 2.2 Design stage

![Figure 1 Project map](image)

#### Table 1 Design parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Intake</th>
<th>Exhaust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Design</strong></td>
<td>Width (mm)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cam base circle diameter (mm)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second Design</strong></td>
<td>Width (mm)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cam base circle diameter (mm)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Third Design</strong></td>
<td>Width (mm)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cam base circle diameter (mm)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3 Simulation

Once the model with different parameters had been identified and listed, the next step was simulation stage. All the required information need to be described properly. Among the required information were type of simulation, case specific input and desired output. This information was described properly by making the selection under Run setup, which a lot of folders are available and also consist of the required values to run the model.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.1 Valve Lift

Figure 2 showed the result of valve lift for three different designs. For the first design, the values for both width intake, exhaust and cam base circle diameter intake and exhaust are similar, 20 cm. Based on the graph, this design is plotted as the lowest number of valve lift, 6mm. For the second design, all the values were increased by 2 mm, from 20 mm to 22 mm meanwhile the third one is a bit different compared to the first two designs. The value for intake was set to 20 mm and 18 mm for the exhaust. The values of valve lift for both design 2 and design 3 indicated the same value, 10 mm, which was greater than the first design. Wenjie stated that the lift area should be optimum value to boost the capacity of gas exchange [6].

Thus, it can be concluded that design 2 and design 3 open further compared that to design 1. Unfortunately, by increasing the value of valve lift, the duration of time also increased. The relationship between the lift values and the time was linear proportional. This was because of the ramp was limited in term of shape. Therefore, to minimize this effect, the type of lifters need to be considered either flat or roller. Besides, as can be seen, the ramps for all three designs did not steep to each other. Sandor mentioned that these values could not been steep to each other because to minimize the opening and closing speed for the valve, in order to prevent damage either the valve or the cylinder head.

#### 3.2 Performance curve

Figure 3 was the graph of performance curve, torque for all three different designs. The graph represented the torque value versus crank speed, rpm. From the simulation result, all these three lines were plotted and compared to each other in order to obtain the best design in term of torque aspects. All these three design gave three different trends and different values of maximum torque.

Firstly, the shape of graphs was not so smooth and gave different trends. Despite non uniform shape, all three designs achieved the maximum torque value at the same speed, 8000 revolutions per minute, rpm.

The first design gave the highest torque value at 0 rpm with 1.2 N-m. It keeps increasing until 3800 rpm before experiencing sudden drop with torque value was 2.8 N-m. At 6000 rpm, the graph inclines till 8000 rpm with a maximum torque value was 7.4 N-m before the graph decline again. This trend was because of the lift produced allowed more air fuel mixture entering the cylinder at low speed of engine.
The trend of all three designs illustrated the same pattern, which the graph increased until the peak point at 8000 rpm before decline to a lower value. The peak value for the second design was 8.2 N·m and the maximum value for third design was 5.9 N·m, which was the lowest values compared to another two designs but all these three designs demonstrated the same characteristics, which all of them build low-end torque.

The third design gave lowest torque value because of the generated lift profile. Even the maximum lift profile for design 2 and design 3 gave the same value, 10 mm but the lift profile itself slimmer compared than the second design. One of the factor was the size of circle base radius for exhaust cam smaller than the second design. Therefore, the timing for third design shorter in allowing air fuel mixture entering the cylinder for combustion process occurred in producing torque value. A part from that, the timing of valve opening for third design was not efficient as the second design, which the gas passage that entering the cylinder and the exhaust gasses transmitted outside the cylinder was not at the best condition. The amount of exhaust gasses that trapped inside the cylinder were greater and caused the amount of air fuel mixture that entering the cylinder was drop.

### Table 2 Result of Maximum Valve Lift and Torque

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Max Valve Lift (mm)</th>
<th>Max Torque (N·m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Design</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Design</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Design</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. SUMMARY

In this study, it can be summarized that the best design among three different designs that have been proposed was design 2, which performed the best result either in term of valve lift values or torque versus crank speed. The second design with the parameter values of 20 mm for both cam base circle diameter and width of cam, for both intake and exhaust. Both second and third cam design gave the highest valve lift of 10 mm. Unfortunately, the third design performed poorly in terms of torque, while the second design gave the greatest value for torque values with 8.2 N·m at 8000 rpm. Therefore, the second design parameters were strongly recommended for the manufacturing level but bear in mind that there were other external aspects that can also affect the engine overall performance.
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ABSTRACT – Diesel engine nowadays is the most efficient prime mover in automotive industry. It is also a significant power generator utilizing mechanical and chemical reaction, powering electricity generation and locomotive which is economically better than gasoline engine. However, it produces a larger environmental effect due to higher yield of emission. Thus, the research is about analyzing the optimized parameters that affect emission level by supplying hydrogen gas inside the intake of a single cylinder diesel engine. The criteria such as nitrogen oxide, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbon and carbon dioxide have analyzed using Taguchi’s method. Thus, the optimized parameters have been compared with diesel fuel baseline. It is discovered that the optimized condition reduces emission by 44.85% of CO, 2.19% of NOx, 79.53% of HC and 67.56% of CO2.

1. INTRODUCTION

Diesel engine is utilized in almost everything that involves the need for an energy supply such as power generation, automotive truck and locomotive. However, diesel engine comes with a drawback which is exhaust gas or emissions pollutant. Exhaust gases contain hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide, which is harmful to the environment and mankind [1]. Other than that, the exhaust emission also releases the carbon dioxide gas that can cause the greenhouse effect.

Taguchi method design is used significantly to simplify the number of task experiments greatly and able to reach objective by using orthogonal arrays. Combination effect of fuel injection timing, exhaust gas circulation (EGR) ratio, and fuel injection pressure to control NOx emission using Taguchi’s L9 orthogonal arrays were examined by Saravanan et al [2]. Adding a little amount of hydrogen gas into diesel can enhance fuel efficiency during the process of combustion in diesel engines. Horng et al. [3] studied optimal condition for diesel/biodiesel blend using hydrogen gas and EGR at inlet port using Taguchi’s method. He finds best for brake thermal efficiency (BTE), brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC), nitrogen oxide and smoke at combination B20 biodiesel blend, 30% of hydrogen and 40% EGR ratio. It gives reduction 25.4% for BSFC, 74.1% for NOX and 29.6% for smoke at 60% load. Furthermore, the hydrogen injection inside the diesel engine at low load condition saves fuel of up to 16.82% [4]. Thus, the research is about analyzing the optimized parameters that affect emission level by supplying hydrogen gas inside the air intake of diesel engine.

2. METHODOLOGY

The single cylinder, 4 stroke engine was used for this investigation. Figure 1 shows the general schematic diagram for this experiment.

![Schematic Layout](image)

**Description:** 1-Hydrogen tank, 2-Pressure regulator, 3-Flashback arrestor, 4-Flow meter, 5-One ways flow valve, 6-Flame trap, 7- Air intake, 8-Tachometer, 9- Diesel tank, 10-KM 170-F engine, 11-Hydraulic pump, 12-Hydraulic tank, 13-Exhaust manifold, 14- Gas analyzer.

Table 2 and Table 3 show factors with level in Taguchi’s method array L9, those parameters are speed of engine (A), hydraulic loading (B) and hydrogen rate (C). Response data from Table 3 is used to optimize the parameter respect to nitrogen oxide, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbon and carbon dioxide emission production (low is better). This is achieved via Minitab software in which after obtaining the highest dominating factor effecting the emission. In order to verify the prediction from Taguchi method the optimized parameters are tested again. Following the responses, optimized parameters were compared with diesel fuel baseline at same condition without undergoing hydrogen gas addition.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This paper identifies the optimal operating factor for low nitrogen oxide, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbon and carbon dioxide. The average responses and the signal noise ratios (S/N) have been calculated in Taguchi’s process. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) identifies the most effective factors and quantifies their effects. Table 4 shows the data on how to determine optimal conditions throughout factor contribution.

Figure 2 displays CO level between diesel fuel baseline and optimized parameter at the same condition. At optimum condition which is at low engine speed (A<sub>1</sub>), 1000 kPa hydraulic loading (B<sub>1</sub>) with 5 l/min of hydrogen rate (C<sub>3</sub>) shows that 248.711 ppm of carbon monoxide while at baseline produce 451 ppm of CO. NOx emission level between baseline diesel and optimized parameter is illustrated in Figure 3. Optimum condition shows reduction 2.19% of NOx which is better than baseline diesel fuel. In Figure 4, hydrocarbon emission is withdrawn with optimized condition about 79.53% against original diesel baseline. The carbon dioxide is clearly decreases with optimized condition up to 67.56% beside baseline as shown in Figure 5.

### Table 4. Contribution of factors S/N ratio for emission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Low (2100±100)</td>
<td>Medium (2800±100)</td>
<td>High (3700±100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN ratio for CO</td>
<td>-47.62</td>
<td>-52.22</td>
<td>-56.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN ratio for NOx</td>
<td>-10.87</td>
<td>-17.32</td>
<td>-22.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN ratio for HC</td>
<td>-4.59</td>
<td>-7.32</td>
<td>-11.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall optimum</td>
<td>A&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>B&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>C&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION

Through Taguchi method, the best CO, NOx, HC and CO2 emission is determined at the combination of low engine speed (A<sub>1</sub>), 1000 kPa hydraulic loading (B<sub>1</sub>) with 5 l/min of hydrogen rate (C<sub>3</sub>). The predictions from Taguchi shows good agreement with confirmation interval between 86% to 90%. Optimized conditions
reduce about 44.85% of CO level, 2.19% of NOx, 79.53% of HC and 67.56% of CO2 compare with the baseline diesel condition.
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ABSTRACT – This paper focusing on the investigation of parallel type Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PTPID) controller for active anti-roll suspension system in order to provide ride comfort and stability while handling the vehicle on uneven road surface. The previously verified 4 degrees of freedom (4DOF) vehicle roll model is used with the application of PTPID. The performance comparison is made between passive suspension and active anti roll suspension through the value of root mean square (RMS). It shows that PTPID control system produces better output responses thus providing vehicle stability, good controllability and ride comfort.

1. INTRODUCTION

The need for passenger comfort, road handling abilities of tires, vehicle handling characteristics, have been the major challenges in the design of suspension system over the years. However, the ride comfort is the main concern in order to give cosiness feeling of the passengers in the running conditions [1]. However, vertical displacement and vehicle roll motion arise from various sources of vibrations of the vehicle body [2] and the road surface irregularities affect both on vehicle comfort and driving safety [3-4].

Active suspension is one of the promising technologies to overcome the body vertical vibration and roll motion. In active suspension system, the body vibration which is developed due to uneven road surface can be suppressed with the help of actuator. Furthermore, the amount of suspension deflection is affected by the vehicle structural features which help in reducing car body acceleration [5]. Higher level of suspension is reachable by designing suspension which can control and focus on minimizing car body acceleration and the suspension deflection is small and approached its limit. Moreover, an active suspension not only can offer good vibration isolation for the sprung mass to improve pitch, roll and have response of the vehicle body but also can achieve better handling stability in critical manoeuvring, accelerating and braking [6-7].

In this research, a PTPID controller is designed and tested on a vehicle ride model. A simple sinusoidal inputs are applied on both left and right tires at different frequencies. The PTPID is tuned and the optimised parameters for the controller are used. The feedbacks are applied for all states of data (vertical displacement, velocity and acceleration, roll angle, rate of roll and roll acceleration). RMS is used to measure the output performance of the PTPID comparing to passive suspension.

2. METHODOLOGY

The verified model of 4DOF half car roll plane model (Figure 1) is used in this paper. PTPID controller (Figure 2) was designed and simulated by using Matlab/Simulink software on the 4DOF model. The control strategies were evaluated on its capability in reducing body displacement and angular velocity in order to increase the ride comfort [7] and vehicle stability. Performance evaluation of active anti-roll suspension with controller is compared with passive suspension through RMS value.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The comparison is made between passive suspension and PTPID with step of 0.1 m road input on the left tyre. Figure 3 shows that the passive suspension experienced larger value of vertical displacement which is 0.06 m compared to PTPID which returned to 0 m displacement. Figure 4 illustrates the performance of angular roll body motion. The amplitude of angular roll displacement for PTPID is stable to zero rad after 2 seconds compared to passive suspension with the value of 7 radian. Figure 5 shows the counter actuator force on the left suspension to recover the step disturbance. The performance analysis is measured in term of RMS (Table 1). Thus, it’s clearly shows that an active suspension with PTPID provide better vehicle control and improve its stability and controllability on the body vehicle while it moved on uneven road surface.

4. CONCLUSION

In this research, PTPID controller was proposed for active anti roll suspension system in order to reduce the effect of the vertical and angular movement on vehicle body. The improvement on vehicle body stability can be seen through the results obtained with the implementation of PTPID. The suspension system worked effectively to reduce vertical and angular body movement compared to passive suspension system. The PTPID control structure is also able to increase ride comfort and provide better vehicle handling quality.
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Table 1 RMS value for passive suspension and PTPID.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>RMS Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical displacement, m</td>
<td>0.0571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular Displacement, rad</td>
<td>0.07142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.478 x 10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT – This paper presents the aerodynamics properties of the Formula Varsity (FV) Malaysia race car through computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation using ANSYS software. The aerodynamics properties include coefficient of drag, coefficient of lift, and their values at different speeds of travel. Results from the analysis can be used to observe the performance of the race car during racing event. The findings may be useful in optimizing the aerodynamic properties of the bodywork for future design and fabrication.

1. INTRODUCTION
Aerodynamic is the main factor when designing open-wheel race car. Shape of the vehicle is often the main factor that contributes to the aerodynamic performance [1]. In order to get the stability on open-wheel race car, aerodynamic drag and aerodynamic lift needed to be considered during design processes. During high-speed manoeuvre, open-wheel race car has significant effect on aerodynamic behaviour. Lower value of drag force will increase the speed and increase the stability of the open-wheel race car. However, the drag force can be compensated by manipulating drag force into down force. As a result, it will push car downward and provide higher traction force on tire. Multiples studies have been conducted regarding open wheel race car aerodynamic [2] and performance [3-4]. Installation of vortex generator on rear side of sedan car can control the separation of airflow and increase the aerodynamics performances. Few studies have been performed to observe the influence of elements inside the wheelhouse on the vehicle aerodynamic. The aerodynamics load on inside the wheelhouse can be possible by using a mathematical model. On a contrary, flow behaviour inside the wheelhouse and suspension [5] can be complex and have too much recirculation regions. In their research, they agree that analysis on box on wheels, wheel tire set are not suitable for aerodynamic performance research.

In this paper, the previously designed and fabricated FV Malaysia race car [6-8] is undergone CFD analysis to observe the aerodynamics properties such as coefficient of drag (CD) and lift (CL) [9] at different speeds and meshes. Commercial CFD software ANSYS is used for the analysis. The results from the analysis can be used for further bodywork design improvement and racing advantages.

2. METHODOLOGY
The computer aided design (CAD) software CATIA is used to design the race car bodywork (Figure 1). Tire design has been kept as real as possible. The sport rim is not being design and replace with plain rims due to fact it has minimum influence on aerodynamics. The wheel diameter is 15. The front spoiler is being design to have better air flow. Generative Surface Design Function has been used. On this function the outer surface being created by using a line projection and trimming method. ANSYS is used for the CFD simulation to produce coefficient of drag and lift. The pressure distribution on the bodywork is also studied (Figure 1). The shape of the vehicle body has high influence towards the performance and coefficient of drag. In this study, CFD analysis of flow over the open wheel race car is carried out for speed of 15, 25 and 35 m/s. Average speed is determined by considering the race car will be able to maintain at an average speed on straight course.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results obtained are plotted in Figure 3 and Figure 4. From Figure 2, it can be observed that on initial number of iterations, the value of (CD) is unstable. It has fluctuation from 0.1703 up to 0.74 since it still in converging process. The data was fully converged on 120th number of iterations. The average of CD is being compute from 90th iterations to 120th iterations which is right before the converging happens and the value is 0.4610. From Figure 3, the CL is in negative value; any positive value of coefficient of lift will provide lift force and reduce traction on control for each tire. The average CL is computed from 80th iteration towards 120th iterations and the value is -0.300. Three different speeds are set in order to see the reliability of CD and CL. Table 1 shows the results of CD and CL at different speeds. At 15 m/s the race car generates averagely 0.426 of CD and -0.28 for value CL. When the race car travels at 25 m/s the CD is slightly increased to 0.461 and CL is reduced to -0.31. Same pattern is obtained when speed
is increased up to 35 m/s.

4. CONCLUSION

In this research, bodywork has been designed using Generative Design Function and being solidified by using part design. In order to make the analysis more realistic, the design was included with the tire, front spoiler and rear spoiler. The interface of rim tire has been simplified in order to have better flow on tire since. Complete bodywork analysis was carried out through CFD simulation. Whenever the vehicle is accelerating, the CD will increase and the CL will reduce, thus increase down force and provide extra traction force. The value of CD and CL are comparatively verified [9] at different speeds.
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ABSTRACT – The purpose of this study are to produce crude oil from Banana Peel (BP) as bio additives in paraffin oil, as well as to determine their physical and tribological properties as bio-lubricant under severe operation conditions to identify their ability for lubricants. Tribological performance of Banana Peel (BP) as a bio-lubricant was tested using four-ball test machine under extreme pressure conditions, according to ASTM D2783-03. Experimental results showed significant improvement in overall performance with increased BP content compared with paraffin oil (PO) through Coefficient Of Friction parameter (COF) at 100°C, lower value of COF which 0.086 for 50%BP followed by 20%BP, 5%BP and 100%PO at values 0.089, 0.456 and 0.595 respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tribology can be defined as the science and technology of interacting surface in relative motion which are present in various machined elements [1]. In almost every aspect of our daily lives, some appearances of tribology such as sliding, brushing, gripping, holding, machinery works, friction between skin and clothes, movement of artificial hip joints etc. [2]. Friction is the force that resisting the relative motion of solid surface, fluid layers and material elements sliding against each other. There are many types of friction like, lubricated friction, fluid friction and dry friction. An important consequence of many types of friction is wear which lead to decline in performance and/or damaged to components. Wear can be defined as undesired removal of material due to mechanical action [3]. The rough surface (deep valley of asperities) that formed helped to create an oil reservoir of the lubricant and prevented metal to metal contact [4].

Lubrication is the process or technique employed to reduced friction between two surfaces. Most of friction and wear are created during the start-up and shut down of engines, whereas Boundary Lubrication (BL) occur at low speed [5]. The major reasons of using lubricants in engines are to control friction properties, reduce wear, and improve the efficiency. The bio-based lubricant is promising to protect the surfaces from wear and damage in comparison with the mineral oil due to lower value of dynamic pressure [6].

In this study, Banana Peel (BP) had been investigated as an additive in lubrication system. This is a novel attempt to use banana peel in lubrication system. Hence, it is important and necessary to evaluate the characteristics of BP to show their effect of temperature on friction performance to test their validity in industry application. The dispersion of banana peel in paraffin is stable and smooth without any sedimentation problem. Moreover, oil shows good and promising tribological characteristic of lubricant [7].

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Material preparation

Cavendish banana skin or banana peel (BP) which is pericarp (outside skin) had been chosen as natural additives in paraffin oil. Paraffin oil as based-oil has been mixed with banana peels because of simple structure, unique tribological behavior and flexible for use under different percentage in preparation of lubrication samples.

2.2 Material and methods

There were four types of lubricant samples which are state in Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lubricant samples</th>
<th>Composition of Lubricant sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample A</td>
<td>100% Pure Paraffin oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample B</td>
<td>Paraffin oil +5% Banana Peel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample C</td>
<td>Paraffin oil +20% Banana Peel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample D</td>
<td>Paraffin oil +50% Banana Peel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Preparation of lubrication samples was determined by using Equation 1. Volume percentage was referred after solution was made by mixing two liquids. Total volume for each lubricant sample fixed to 100 ml that contained of banana peel and paraffin oil.

\[
C\% = \frac{V_{\text{Substance}}}{V_{\text{Solution}}} \times 100\%
\]  
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2.3 Friction Test

Three design parameter were performed which are percentage of lubricant, temperature and load. The four sample of lubricant are test under the temperature of 27, 80 and 100°C. The factor of coefficient of friction had been taken into account as results to evaluate significant performance for different concentration of lubricant samples. Friction test were carried out according to standard test methods for measurement of coefficient of friction (COF) and extreme pressure (EP) properties of lubricants until obtaining welding point on four-ball testing, according to ASTM D2783-03 [8]. The test has been conducted for 30 minutes at 27, 80 and 100 °C on four samples.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Analysis of coefficient of friction

The results of variation value of COF with applied loads for various lubricants under different temperature shown in Figure 1 below. Test at lower temperature could not supply reliable information about oxidative stability and sometimes cannot evaluate the presence of protective film or anti-oxidation compound [9]. At high temperature, a film was formed on the metal surface during thermal decomposition, containing effective compounds, resulting in the friction reduction thus COF reduction. Hence, for bio-lubricant, mechanism of friction reduction could be achieved by increasing the content of banana peel in paraffin oil, especially at 100 °C, for lubricant 20% BP and 50% BP.

![Figure 1: Effect of temperature (˚C) on value of Coefficient of friction, COF.](image)

4. CONCLUSION

The Coefficient of friction was found to decrease with increase of banana peel content. The behavior of the lubricant under extreme pressure conditions became better with increase the of banana peel content. From the result, banana peel as natural additives have ability to improve physical and tribological properties of paraffin oil.
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ABSTRACT – The objective of this research is to find the effect of alternator current output to the alternator temperature and battery voltage. The electrical power demands in an automobile have been rising rapidly for many years. This flow of direction is driven by the introduction of a wide range of new functionality in vehicles. Alternator produces DC and generates heat. The more power there is, the more heat is generated as a by-product. Also, as more current it produces, more voltage will drop at the battery. After 15 minutes, the more current output generates more temperature and drop more voltage at the battery.

1. INTRODUCTION

In our modern world, electricity plays a pivotal role in driving industry and powering the systems used to meet our agricultural, health care, educational, and commercial needs. The same goes for automobile industry. The electrical power demands or requirements in vehicle transportation have been rising rapidly for many years and are expected to continue to rise [1].

Since the invention of the automobile, power has been an issue. The evolving of technology has produced many research and inventions in order to provide more and more power to the car. The race in the automobile industry to invent product which can put out more power has been stimulated and encouraged by the latest and advanced technologies, and also the introduction and establishment of wide range of functionality in vehicles such as hi-fi speaker, LCD touch screen, LED, DVD player etc. which required more power from the car electrical power source.

More power means more work is done. And the more work is done, means the more heat it produces. Just like any other machinery, alternator also produces heat as a by-product [2]. Alternator produces alternate current (AC) which will then convert to direct current (DC) by diodes as the electrical consumer in the car required DC to operate [3]. When there is more demand, the more DC the alternator will generate and supplies. The input of the alternator is speed-dependent. The faster the speed of the alternator, the more current it can generate [4]. But the output of the alternator is demand-dependent. The alternator will only supply according to the total of demand. The more the alternator supply, the higher the efficiency of the alternator. Better efficiency can help in reducing fuel cost [5]. But as mentioned earlier, the alternator will produce more heat when the more current it supplies to the vehicle’s electrical components.

The aim of this research is to prove the theory and investigate the relationship between current and temperature of the alternator, and also the effect of current to the battery voltage.

2. METHODOLOGY

For this research, a Proton Preve 1.6 Manual was used as the test subject. The car has an alternator with a rating of 12V 90A. The experiments were done at idle speed, repeatedly to get consistency and also average result.

The speed of the alternator is the constant variable, as the experiment was done on idle speed of the engine. A tachometer was used to measure the speed of the alternator. The time period for each experiment was set for fifteen minutes. The manipulated variable was the load being put to the alternator. The load was current demand from the electrical components in the car, which are front light and radio. The temperature is the responding variable. The alternator temperature was taken at the stator, and two points were measured.

The speed of the engine was measured by using timing light, while the speed of the alternator was measured by using a digital tachometer. The current (alternator output) was measured by using a AC/DC Clamp. Table 1 shows the electrical components as load, while Figure 1 is the schematic diagram of the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Load (Amp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idle (engine start)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front lamp + Radio + Passenger light</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the result for load = 12 A, while Figure 3 shows the result for load = 25 A.

As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, it is proved that as more current being produced, the more heat was generated as well. The temperature at alternator stator rises over time until it reached a point where the temperature met normal operating temperature, which the temperature only increases with very slight differences. Environment factor is the main reason for the increase of temperature of alternator after it has reached a point where it has become equivalent to ambient temperature. The alternator has a tendency to absorb heat from the engine, in which will add temperature to itself. At time 14 minutes, the highest temperature at alternator stator for current equal to 12 A is 49°, while the highest temperature at alternator stator for current equal to 25 A is 59°.

Both Figure 2 and 3 also show that the more current drawn from the alternator, the more voltage will drop at the battery over time. At time 14 minutes, the battery voltage for current equal to 12 A is 14.37 V, while the battery voltage for current equal to 25 A is 14.23 V. Although the voltage drops, this reading is actually still good, as for a battery to be considered as fully charged, the voltage value should be above 13.8 V. Alternator will only charge the battery after it has fully supplied the demand from electrical consumers [6-7], and if the demand is high, it will take more time to fully charge the battery [8-9].

4. CONCLUSION

Proton Preve used in this research has an engine speed of 750 RPM during idle and has an alternator speed of 1560 RPM during idle. This tells us that the speed ratio of the engine to the alternator is 1:2. The fact that the battery voltage value is above 14.2 after 15 minutes at current equal to 25 A tells that the alternator can still support the demand of 25 A of current. But this action resulted in temperature rise and drops of battery voltage. This knowledge hopefully will bring awareness to the public about the consequences that will occur when they put loads to the alternator, as nowadays many people love to install high power devices such as fancy LED light and hi-fi stereo in the vehicle.
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ABSTRACT – This study investigated the performance of PID controller for active anti-rollover suspension system. Road disturbance such as the bump has been applied to disturb the suspension system. Based on the road disturbance, the performances of passive and active suspension systems were investigated. A simple tuning method was used to obtain the optimum values of the PID controller parameters. A comparative study was carried out between active and passive suspension systems. The active suspension system with PID controller is proven to perform better than the passive suspension system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Suspension system is one of the important components of a vehicle which physically separates the vehicle’s body [1] from its wheels [2-3]. The suspension system has its own mechanism which gives a great comfort and safety to driver and passengers inside the vehicle especially when the vehicle hitting a bump or a hole and also due to cornering [4-6]. Active suspension system has been investigated in many different controllers previously. The control methods used in the automotive industry usually are simple control mechanisms, such as PID controller. The performance of these controllers managed to provide good handling and ride comfort as compared to the passive system. PID controller was also introduced and the result showed active system has reduced the peak of the overshoot of the sprung mass displacement as compared to passive system. The popularity of PID controllers can be attributed partly to their good performance in a wide range of operating conditions.

2. METHODOLOGY

The previous verified model of 7DOF full car ride model is used in this paper. A simple method of tuning PID controller is also applied. The controller parameters are tuned automatically to overcome the disturbance [7-8]. Taking the road profile of a bump as a disturbance, the value of proportional gain was obtained, therefore, using automatic tuning, the best PID controller is obtained with the best combination of P, I and D values. Equation (1) to (3) show the decoupling transformation equations to produce 4 individual actuator forces ($F_{afl}$, $F_{arf}$, $F_{arl}$, $F_{arr}$) and moments ($M_p$, $M_r$). The controller model as shown in Figure 1. The system was given a step input of 0.1 m at 1 second at front left wheel, $z_{fl}$ (Figure 2).

\[ F_{afl} + F_{arf} + F_{arl} + F_{arr} = F_z \] (1)
\[ (F_{afl} + F_{arf})I_f + (F_{arl} + F_{arr})I_r = M_p \] (2)
\[ (F_{afl} + F_{arf})\frac{c}{2} + (F_{arl} + F_{arr})\frac{c}{2} = M_r \] (3)

Figure 1 Controller model.

Figure 2 Step input of 0.1 m to the system.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All figures below show the results comparison between active suspension (with PID controller) and passive suspension. The active suspension performance is plotted with red solid line while the passive suspension is plotted with blue dotted lines. The result displays three graphs for roll angle, pitch angle and vertical displacement. From the graph (Figure 3), it shows that the vehicle come to the level condition at 2 second after the input given at 1 second for active suspension compared to the passive suspension where the vehicle
maintain declined at 0.03 m high of displacement or degree of roll and pitch.

![Figure 3 Degree of roll angle.](image)

![Figure 4 Degree of Pitch angle.](image)

![Figure 5 Front left wheel Vertical displacement.](image)

The active (with PID controller) suspension system has indicated a better performance as compared to the passive when the vehicle hitting the bump. The results of roll angle and displacement of vehicle body oscillates with a same magnitude for both systems at 0.08 degree and meter respectively. While the result of pitch angle oscillates at -0.05 degree for both systems due to assumption for moment with clock wise direction will give positive magnitude.

Passive suspension system does not give enough stability for the passenger and driver when the vehicle experiences this road disturbance. By referring to the trend line of the graph, most probably for all figures, the passive suspension trend is inclining while the active suspension trend is declining to zero value. Table 1 shows the value for offset improvement for the suspension system.

4. CONCLUSION

The PID controller has been successfully implemented in an active anti-rollover suspension system through simulation study. Throughout the research, a simple method for tuning PID controller was applied in this system. The active suspension isolated the effect of the road condition from the vehicle body and maintain the comfort of the passenger by keeping the vertical displacement about zero level. The results of controller performance analysis demonstrate the potential of simple PID as a controller for anti-rollover system for commercial vehicle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motion</th>
<th>Mean offset</th>
<th>% Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roll angle</td>
<td>0.0395</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch angle</td>
<td>-0.0259</td>
<td>-0.00184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>0.0355</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT – The 1990's Land Rover Defender was designed with a feature that was not possess aerodynamics feature. However, people put more interest to this type of car for on-the-road purpose. This project is meant to design and perform computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis of a redesigned front area of 1990’s Land Rover Defender. The car was modeled using CATIA V5 software. Altair’s Hyperwork Virtual WindTunnel software to simulate aerodynamic reaction of the car models. The wind tunnel model with the size of 39.177 m x 8.690 m x 8.690 m. The CFD simulation was performed using the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver. Value of drag coefficient (CD) obtained from the analysis was 0.639 for the original model and 0.566 for the redesign model. The lift coefficient (CL) obtained was -0.234 for the original design and -0.216 for the redesign model. The modification made results in the change of wind velocity distribution and direction thus give reduction in drag and lift coefficient.

2. METHODOLOGY

To perform effective control solution, it is efficient to work on simplified geometries which able to reproduce the physical phenomena happened on a real vehicle [2]. A simplified geometry of 1990’s Land Rover Defender car was modelled using CATIA V5 software. A modified model of the car was made where modification to hood and front bumper was applied. Both of this parts are considered give major effect to wind to flow across the car when it moves forward.

1. INTRODUCTION

Front area of all cars, including the front bonnet, front grill, both sides of front eyebrows, are important for the aerodynamics features of the car. Land Rover vehicles were created for heavy road style (off-road) and specialist in four-wheel drive vehicles. Old Land Rover Defender design was designed with a feature that was not possess aerodynamics feature. This possibly due to their purpose to be used for off-road application. However, people have put more interest to this type of car for on-road purpose now.

The air flow around a vehicle is complex and nonlinear interactions between different parts of the vehicle are present. Drag and lift coefficient are important parameter vehicle design due to their direct effect to speed, fuel consumption, and comfort of a vehicle. Aerodynamic drag (D) depends on the size of a vehicle especially projected frontal area [1].

CFD analysis commonly used to evaluate a design related to fluid flow before full scale model produced. Wind tunnel simulations is employ CFD analysis to study aerodynamic loads thus can reduce the number of physical wind tunnel test during a vehicle development. This project is meant to design and perform computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis of a redesigned front area of 1990’s Land Rover Defender.

The CFD analysis was performed on Altair’s Hyperwork Virtual WindTunnel software to simulate aerodynamic reaction of the car models. The wind tunnel model was set to the size of 39.177 m x 8.690 m x 8.690 m and car model with ratio of 1:1 was set inside the wind tunnel as shown in Figure 2. The model was mesh so around 15e10 elements were created in this steps. The CFD simulation was performed using the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver. The inflow speed of 25 m/s (90 km/h) was set to positive Z-direction.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Land rover defender model used in the analysis, (a) original design and (b) redesigned model.
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and the outlet pressure was set to atmospheric pressure. After analysis performed, the software automatically calculates and report the drag and lift coefficient of the model.

Figure 2. Wind tunnel model.

Figure 3. Meshed model.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

One of advantages of Altairs Hyperwork Virtual WindTunnel software is it directly report the value of drag and lift coefficient. In this analysis, the value of drag coefficient, $C_D$, reported was 0.639 for the original model and 0.566 for the redesign model. In term of lift coefficient, the lift coefficient $C_L$ obtained from the analysis was -0.234 for the original design and -0.216 for the redesign model.

Figure 4 show velocity contour for the original model and the redesign model. From Figure 4a, it can have observed that the maximum velocity magnitude of 43.487 ms$^{-1}$. The maximum velocity magnitude was able to reduce to 42.130 ms$^{-1}$ by the proposed design. It also observed that the direction of the streamline also altered due to modification of the hood. In the original design, the hood is relatively flat thus the wind was directly point toward the windscreen which affect to the aerodynamic drag of the car. By adding an inclined step to the hood, it is observed that the wind direction was altered to the top of the car thus reduce the drag coefficient of the car.

From the velocity contour shown in the Figure 4.5. It can be seen that the underbody flow was changed by modify the front bumper. In this project the front bumper was modified by increasing bend radius on lower side of the bumper. Modification of the front bumper show the change of underbody flow distribution and air vortex at the back of the car which give effect in the reduction of drag and lift coefficient as well. The drag caused by underbody flow passing through the underside of heavy vehicles deserves as much attention as that attributed to upper and front body flows [3]. The under body flow of a heavy vehicle such as tractor-trailer contributes approximately 30% to the total aerodynamic drag [4].

Figure 4. Velocity contour of (a) the original model and (b) redesign model.

4. CONCLUSION

A modification of the front side of and produced drag coefficient is 0.566 with 11.42% of changes from original design and lift coefficient -0.216 with 7.69% of changes from the original design. The modification made basically change incident area of the wind velocity which results in the change of wind velocity distribution and direction thus give reduction in drag and lift coefficient.
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ABSTRACT – Engine is the important part of automotive industry. From time to time, all automotive manufacturer tries to develop the very powerful engine due to high demand of performance of the engine. Basically, vehicle performance from speed analysis is depend on the weight of vehicle. Reduction on weight can give the best fuel efficiency. Averages car engine without the transmission system weights is about 158 kilograms. To give an example of typical weights, a small car engine and transmission weights around 151 kilograms, and a large car engine with transmission weights around 272 kilograms. Development of composite engine can reduce the weight about 30 - 40%. the type of composite material use in this research in fiber-reinforced polymer.

1. INTRODUCTION

A composite material is a material made from two or more constituent materials with significantly different physical or chemical properties. Composites are formed by combining materials together to form an overall structure with properties that differ from the sum of the individual component. The individual components remain separate and distinct within the finished structure. The new material may be preferred for many reasons, which are stronger, lighter, or less expensive when compared to the traditional materials. There are two main categories of constituent materials which is a matrix and reinforcement. The matrix material surrounds and supports the reinforcement materials by maintaining their relative positions. The reinforcement’s material imparts their special mechanical and physical properties to enhance the matrix properties. Currently, there are so many type of composite materials such as mortars, concrete, reinforced plastics (fiber-reinforced polymer), metal composites and ceramic composites.

The use of composite material has been grown up because of their improvement properties over conventional material. Composite have high specific modulus and also the strength similar with the steel material. Otherwise, the composite is lighter and because of that, they can improve of fuel efficiency. The core of the engine is the cylinder, with the piston moving up and down inside the cylinder. The engine described in my research has three cylinder. That is typical of most lawn mowers, but most cars have more than three cylinder such a four, six and eight cylinders. In a multi-cylinder engine, the cylinders usually are arranged in one of three ways which is inline, V or flat [1].

The application of modern systems for pollution protection increases the mass of the vehicles which require the use of new (lighter) materials for the manufacturing of the engine and its constituent elements. The engine weight reduction leads to a decrease of fuel consumption, and therefore the environmental pollution. For production of engine blocks, cylinder liners, connecting rods, crankshafts and camshafts, the conventional material are commonly use such an aluminum, magnesium, titanium and their alloys. Engine parts, such as the cylinder casing, could shed up to 20% of its weight if it were made of fiber-reinforced plastic rather than aluminium, without additional costs.

A car’s powertrain system, which includes the engine, accounts for a large proportion of the vehicle’s weight. Until now, car makers have relied on aluminium to reduce the weight of engine components such as the cylinder block. However, in the future, car manufacturers will be able to achieve further weight savings by designing cylinder blocks in which certain parts are made of fiber-reinforced plastics. The materials used have to be able to withstand extreme temperatures, high pressure and vibrations without suffering damage. Depending on the application need, how the new composite material is to be fabricated and used to solve the performances issues is the main focus of this research.

2. METHODOLOGY

There are so many focus on research about composite material in automotive component. The objective of all researcher done for composite analysis is to reduce the weight then increase the performance. In automotive industry, composite material already uses in the external part, such a bumper, dashboard and accessories part. However, for engine part, conventional material like cast iron and aluminium was use due to the high temperature and strength. With new technology, the usage of composite material in engine part can be apply with some research from automotive manufacturers.

The paper written by Lee [2] describes the development of a hybrid valve lifter composed of
composite and steel for use in a valve train in an automotive internal combustion engine. Valve lifter is a mechanical part that transmits the motion of the camshaft to the rest of valve train. Conventional valve lifter is produce from steel and aluminium and the weight is about 0.048kg. The weight of prototype hybrid valve lifter is 0.017kg. The composite hybrid valve lifter is separate into two pieces, which is steel cap and composite skirt. The important thing to consider and control is the method to join the steel cap and composite skirt. There are too many process of joining between two materials. The researcher uses the interference fit by radial interference as a method to assemble both two material parts. The tests showed that hybrid valve lifter were sufficiently durable to withstand the test loads.

The paper written by Tiruvenkadam et al. [3] was presented about the development a material to replace the current conventional cast iron cylinder liner (CL) with an improved performance and reduced emission biodiesel engine. They divided the experiment into two section. The first section is discussed about the Al nano hybrid composite sample preparation and selection based on frictional characteristics analysis. The second section is discussed about the development of a lightweight NL using suitable sample. They also tested the sample under real time experiment to find the accurate data. During the experimental process, they completed it by follow the relevant step include matrix and reinforcement’s preparation, fabrication of nano hybrid composite, photomicrograph examination, evaluation of tensile strength, pin on reciprocating plate test and plan experiments. At the end of this research, the percentage reinforcement and sliding distance do not affect the friction coefficient of the fabricated composite sample. Otherwise, the tensile strength and coefficient of friction are the most important properties for NL to reduce energy losses.

The paper written by Arsha et al. [4] was presented investigation aims at design, fabrication and evaluation of functionally graded automotive piston using in-situ primary silicon reinforced A390 aluminium composite by centrifugal casting technique with a view of obtaining improved thermo mechanical properties at specific locations. The dies are designed and fabricated so as to obtain the primary silicon rich region towards the head portion of the piston. FGM pistons with A390 and A390-0.5%Mg are produced. They are characterised along the vertical cross section of the piston from piston head towards the skirt by microstructural, chemical, mechanical, thermal and tribological characterisation methods. The results are also compared with that of gravity cast piston. Microstructure and chemical composition analysis of FGM piston shows graded distribution of primary silicon from the head portion of the piston towards skirt and a eutectic composition in the skirt region. That yields an increase in hardness towards the head region. The wear testing revealed that the gradation also resulted in a remarkable enhancement of the wear properties of the piston head.

The paper written by Hayashi [5] was discussed about the application of metal matrix composite (MMC) in engine cylinder blocks and also brake disks. The researcher designed the cylinder block with cylinder bore reinforcement by alumina and carbon fibers. Basically, there have to way to produce MMC by using new intermediate-pressure die-casting (NDC) method and another one is high-speed, high-pressure die-casting (HPDC) method. Then, the researcher uses the conventional HPDC for MMC cylinder block production due to the accelerated application problem. The HPDC product show a value several points higher than its predecessor. Then, the MMC cylinder block allow the combination of high performance with weight reduction compared to the conventional cylinder block. Conventional brake disks id designed from cast iron material. The researcher developed the aluminium MMC disk brake to achieve a reduction in weight. He uses an infiltrating method to produce MMC disk brake. From the test result, the MMC disk brake have advantages. Even, with weight reduction, the MMC disks brake have a good cooling performance. It also has high stability against deceleration and temperature. Then, the MMC disk brake can improved resistance to brake judder. It also easy to design, which is can prevent brake noise.

The paper written by Ashori [6] was discussed about wood plastic composite (WPC) which is a very promising and sustainable green material to achieve durability without using toxic chemicals. WPC refers to any composites that contain plant fiber and thermosets or thermoplastics. In comparison to other fibrous materials, plant fibers are in general suitable to reinforce plastics due to relative high strength and stiffness, low cost, low density, low CO₂ emission, biodegradability and annually renewable. Plant fibers as fillers and reinforcements for polymers are currently the fastest growing type of polymer additives. From a technical perspective, these bio-based composites will enhance mechanical strength and acoustic performance, reduce material weight and fuel consumption, lower production cost, improve passenger safety and shatterproof performance under extreme temperature changes, and improve biodegradability for the auto interior parts. Automotive components including plant fibers are currently being used by many vehicle manufactures. The researcher found the problem due the poor compatibility exhibited between the fibers and the polymeric matrices. However, the researcher solves the problem by chemical coupling and compatibilizing agents. This researcher of WPC that only use for external component of automotive part such front and rear door linens, boot linens, seat back, sunroof sliders and headliners. There is no discussed about the potential of WPC into engine part [7].

The potential automotive parts suitability from various composite materials are engine block, pisto, crankshaft, camshaft.

3. SUMMARY

In this project of develop the 3-cylinder composite engine that can reduce the weight about 30 - 40%. The MMC engine block already designed according to the T. Hayashi. But in this research, the researcher tries to develop engine block by using fiber-reinforced polymer that can give lighter engine block. Otherwise, the piston,
connection rod, crankshaft and camshaft also will develop using the fiber-reinforced polymer. The materials used have to be able to withstand extreme temperatures, high pressure and vibrations without suffering damage. This is done properly with strength analysis.
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ABSTRACT – Braking system is one of the most important parts in vehicle. Some improvement has been made to improve braking performance such as stability control, maneuverability, braking condition and many others. This paper reviewed about research in term of braking system that been used by vehicle at present. New approach has been proposed in this paper about braking system using artificial intelligence. The approach is using fuzzy logic controller and sensor to trigger the braking system can automatically when some obstacles approaches in certain distance. Expected result from this study is a review of technology in braking system which could break automatically when some criteria are fulfill.

1. INTRODUCTION
The study on new evolution of vehicle is continuous and still growing until today as part of the active and passive safety vehicle research. There are so many researchers investigating on upgrading the vehicle braking capabilities and recently involving electric vehicle. The electric vehicle is totally powered by electric produced by batteries inside the vehicle. Although the electric vehicle is a new modern vehicle but there has also some parts or sections that can be optimized such as the braking system. There are many braking system control utilized in electric vehicle. Past researchers conducted study on the braking system in term of its control braking system. The objective of the study is to review current method of designing vehicle braking system and propose a new approach of braking system using artificial intelligence integrated with sensor.

2. METHODOLOGY
In this review, various technique adopted by researchers in designing vehicle braking system especially for electric vehicle were compared. The proposed method is used artificial intelligence approach which use a sensor controller such as Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Inference System and sensor can detect distance. The proposed method is to ensure the safety of the vehicle while driver has lost focus while driving and the system make sure the vehicle can break automatically if sense something approach in certain distance.

Ithani et al. [1] discussed about comparison between two braking control methods integrating energy recovery for a two-wheel front driven electric vehicle. They have developed two types of braking control which is controlling the wheel slip ratio and based on ECE R13H constraints for M1 passenger vehicle. The study focuses on stability, potential energy, condition during braking, regulations, constraints, security and maneuverability of the vehicle. The tests are performed in extreme conditions and for different types of road surface. The result get from the paper is that the test is performed on a very good dry asphalt type road with an initial vehicle velocity is 80 km/h. Both controllers follow the specifications of the ECE R13H regulations stating that for an asphalt dry road surface, the stopping time should be lower than 3.82 s and the travelled distance lower than 50.6m. The results of the distance and stopping time is as per below Table 1.

Table 1 ECE R13 Regulation of distance and stopping time for extreme braking conditions on asphalt dry road

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Stopping Time [s]</th>
<th>Traveled Distance [m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECE R13 Constraints Based Controller</td>
<td>2.2389</td>
<td>25.1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sliding Mode Controller</td>
<td>1.9086</td>
<td>21.2071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the important parts in braking system is the material for the brake pad used. Paper presented by Barros et al. [2] discussed about morphological analysis of pad disc system during braking operations. The researchers have analyze pad disc system during braking operation where the researchers aims to present a method for quantifying the percentage of friction layer covered on the brake disc surface as well as to discuss the relationship between the parameter. The brake pad used for the experiment is non asbestos organic (NAO) and a semi-metallic (SM). The method used to examine the relationship of layer coverage to the coefficient of friction and the morphology of the contact plate existing on the brake pad surface. The results of the experiment as Table 2.
Other researchers also study about electric vehicle where their aims to develop a method that provides instantaneous speed information in the form of motor rotation. According to Pan et al. [3], there was lack of information of accurate motor rotational speed signal in regenerative braking system. The researchers used analysis of Hall position sensor digital characteristic of ideal and actual characteristic. They proposed three step of analysis which is firstly; it addressed principles of motor rotational speed measurement in the regenerative braking systems of the electric vehicle. Then, presents ideal and actual Hall position sensor signals conditioning and processing circuit and program for motor rotational speed measurement have been carried out based on measurement error analysis.

The performance of the braking system also needs to be studied to know the performance of the system in the vehicle. Jia et al. [4] discussed about the measurement for performance of automobile braking system with Electronic Vacuum Booster (EVB). The measurement of the performance braking system can be measured using Electronic Vacuum Booster (EVB). The performance parameter used in EVB that needed is relationship between the desired braking acceleration and the braking intensity. The results show that the performance parameter of the different cars EVB is not the same so the performance parameters have to be measured respectively. Also, the speed has no influence on the relationship between the desired braking intensity and the acceleration. The performance parameters of the both test cars EVB can be separated into two parts as the Eqn (1) and (2).

\[
x = \begin{cases} 
0, & -0.66m/s^2 < y < 0 \\
40, & -6.32m/s^2 < y \leq -0.66m/s^2 \\
0, & y \leq -6.32m/s^2 
\end{cases} \quad (1)
\]

\[
x = \begin{cases} 
0, & -1.60m/s^2 < y < 0 \\
35, & -8.70m/s^2 < y \leq -1.60m/s^2 \\
0, & y \leq -8.70m/s^2 
\end{cases} \quad (2)
\]

Some of the braking system has locking system where during braking situation, the locked wheel leads the vehicle to skid and go out of drivers’ control. Patra and Datta [5] have done a study about the friction so that the vehicle can be maneuvered by anti-lock braking controller in an emergency braking situation. They used one type of tire which is Dugoff’s tire as the model of system dynamics because it has uniform distribution of pressure and has more realistic approach. The simulation is carried out for different road condition for a quarter models. The sliding mode observer is designed and implemented in the BS with non-liner sliding mode controller to deal with non-linearity and uncertainty. The experiment is done in the different variation of road which is dry asphalt, wet asphalt and snow asphalt and shows the good robustness.

3. CONCLUSION

Based on the research works presented by various researchers, braking system in electric vehicle is becoming an important technology in this modern era. It improves the performance of the car in term of stability, potential energy, condition during braking, security, maneuverability, breaking friction, speed information and performance parameter. The method discussed from these researches can be applied into the proposed system. Based on the proposed method, the system is expected can give positive results which is can improve the braking system in the future.
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